ADVISORY ALLIANCE

SPECIALIZED INTEREST GROUPS

ADN GRADUATES WHO NEED A BSN PATHWAY
Chair: Mary Dickow
Co-Chair: Donna Meyer
This group continues to work on pathways for ADNs to easily and pursue a BSN.

INCUMBENT NURSES W/O A BSN OR HIGHER
Chair: Jan Jones-Schenk
This group emphasizes the contributions of the current nursing workforce to make advancement more accessible.

EQUITY, ACHIEVEMENT, AND THRIVING
Chair: Sofia Aragon
This group is researching how equity, achievement, and a thriving nursing workforce intersect with academic progression opportunities.

INNOVATIONS FOR CLINICAL EDUCATION
Chair: Garrett Chan
This group is identifying innovative practices and alternatives in nursing education (simulation, distance learning, collaborative partnerships, etc).

PROFESSIONAL GROWTH AND ADVANCEMENT
Chair: Tina Lear
This group is focusing on non-degree skills and knowledge necessary for educators and students to provide exceptional care today and tomorrow.

www.nepincollaborative.org